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**ABSTRACT:**
Many service systems are composed of interrelated facilities that jointly serve spatially distributed demand. It is well-known that establishment of such facilities could induce or alter customer traffic that exacerbates congestion in the neighborhood, as customers often choose their own service facility and access path. This talk presents models for service facility location/layout design under traffic equilibrium in a continuous space. We first discuss solution methods for a class of nonlinear partial differential equations (PDE) that describe continuous traffic equilibrium. We show that under certain conditions the PDE can be solved, either exactly or approximately, in closed analytical forms. We then develop a discrete design model in the form of a mixed-integer program, and embed the PDE solution method into a Lagrangian relaxation solution approach. Alternative models, including one under the continuum approximation scheme, will also be discussed. Numerical experiments are conducted to illustrate applicability of the proposed models and to draw managerial insights.
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